
Factacy Redefines Analytics of Things (AoT)
Services for the Next Gen IoT Devices

Factacy Ai As A Service company with Advanced Data

Analytics

Factacy's AI solutions delivers

pathbreaking insights as it makes sense

of billions of data points from IoT devices

of the future.

GURUGRAM, HARYANA, INDIA, July 15,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Amidst the

vibrant tech ecosystem of India,

Factacy, an innovative AI startup, is

thrilled to announce the launch of its

innovative Analytics of Things (AoT)

service. This groundbreaking offering

leverages advanced AI to extract

actionable insights from IoT data,

enabling businesses to optimize

operations, predict maintenance

needs, and drive unprecedented

growth.

“Our AoT service represents the next frontier in data analytics,” said Inderjit Singh Makkar,

Founder of Factacy. “We are empowering companies to not only manage IoT data but also to

derive insights that significantly enhance decision-making processes.”

We are empowering

companies to not only

manage IoT data but also to

derive insights that

significantly enhance

decision-making processes.”

Inderjit Singh Makkar,

Founder and CEO of Factacy

Private Limited.

With over 80 years of cumulative experience in computer

vision, deep learning, IoT, and data engineering, Factacy is

not just navigating change but orchestrating a revolution.

The cornerstone of its impact lies in its unparalleled ability

to unearth invaluable insights through cutting-edge

machine learning and AI technologies.

The IoT industry is experiencing explosive growth. This

rapid expansion underscores the critical need for

advanced analytics to harness the vast amounts of data

generated by IoT devices.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.factacy.ai


Factacy’s AoT service is ideal for industries such as manufacturing, healthcare, smart cities, and

more. By utilizing this service, businesses can achieve greater efficiency, anticipate equipment

failures, and implement innovative solutions to complex problems. The startup’s agile solutions

mitigate delays, offering businesses the agility to rapidly integrate AI strategies that mirror the

ever-evolving market dynamics.

From revolutionizing interior design to rejuvenating the HORECA sector, Factacy's bespoke AI

solutions are tailored to meet the distinctive needs of each business. Its influence extends across

industries including foodtech, healthcare, and infrastructure, breathing new life into the Private

Equity and Venture Capital sectors while providing startups worldwide the tools to monetize

their data and embark on a trajectory of success.

For more information about Factacy’s Analytics of Things service, please visit Factacy.ai.

About Factacy:

Factacy is a pioneer in providing AI-driven solutions, focusing on B2B company data, patents,

and ESG analysis. Committed to helping businesses leverage artificial intelligence, Factacy offers

a suite of services designed to transform complex data into actionable insights.

Satarupa Mahanta

Factacy Private Limited
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